
SPECIFICATIONS
INPUT IMPEDANCE.................…………..> 1MΩ

OUTPUT IMPEDANCE..…………................< 25kΩ
SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO                                             

(all controls at MID position)........> 90dBV 'A' Weighted
BYPASS.....…………....True Bypass

DIMENSIONS...4-25/32" x 3-3/4" x 1-3/4"
WEIGHT...…………...................14oz.

CURRENT DRAW..…………..16.5mA (9V DC)
POWER SUPPLY..……..Standard 9V battery,

Dunlop ECB-03 AC Adapter, Dunlop DC Brick,
or CAE MC-403.
*0dBV = 1Vrms

Features: heavy-duty footswitch with quiet relay-based true 
bypass, blue LED indicator, 5.5mm x 2.1mm power jack with

AC protection, easy access non-detachable battery door, 
super-duty 0.09” aluminum anodized chassis, high grade 

components, great tone and cool name.

POWER
The Pork Loin can be powered by a single 9V battery or with a 
Dunlop ECB-003 external DC power supply. The power input is 

a 5.5mm x 2.1mm jack with the positive voltage on the outer 
sleeve. Using an external power supply will disconnect the 

battery. Disconnect the input jack to preserve battery life when 
not in use. The pedal will lock into bypass mode when it is 

time to change the battery. It also includes power protection 
circuitry to prevent damage from AC power supplies.

Pork Loin instruction 
manual
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With a wide range of dynamic tones from 
supple and clear to warm and punchy! 

The Pork Loin's amazing features and superior functionality 
distinguish it from the mass of clones on the market today!

The Pork Loin incorporates two distinct tonal pathways that 
are blended together—a modern soft clipping overdrive and 
a modified classic British preamp for clean. At the heart of the 
Pork Loin's overdrive path is a soft clipped BiFET gain stage 
with a low pass filter TONE control, rounded out by a CURVE
function that gives the user freedom to fine-tune corner 
frequencies. The VOLUME control regulates the masses of 
pork power that exude from its space age circuitry, leaving 
room for the CLEAN control to blend in its warm glistening 
clean tones. Additionally, the Pork Loin has three internal 
mini controls for fine-tuning the pedal to your guitar rig.

Filter – adjusts 
the clean preamp 
tonal spectrum

DRIVE MIX – controls the mix of the overdrive. Turn 
this all the way down to get only clean British preamp 

tones with no overdrive.

Presence– tweaks the 
high end on the 

overdrive

PORK LOIN INTERIOR DRAWING:
(unscrew the 4 rubber feet to adjust the internal tone controls)

TONE – LPF that rolls off 

high end. Setting it full 

clockwise removes it
from the signal path.

VOLUME - regulates the 

masses of pork power that 

exude from its space age 

circuitry 

CURVE – for fine-tuning 
corner frequencies of the 

overdrive

FOOTSWITCH – toggles the 
effect on/bypass 

(blue LED indicates effect is ON)

CLEAN – blends 

in warm BRITISH 
PREAMP 

glistening clean 
tones 

OVERDRIVE –
emanates smooth soft 
clipped overdrive waves


